The Waytrans
package is a
complete system
designed to
accommodate all
types of commodity

Weighbridge Transaction System
Overview:
The weighbridge transaction system (Waytrans) has been designed to record
transactions that pass over a weighbridge. These loads can be bulk, liquid or packaged.
A cash sales module is available for the sale of packaged products. This application
provides an extensive range of documentation that may be required for all stages of the
process from order to delivery, for despatch and purchasing, to receipt for supply.

Features:
Despatching Operations


Despatch Schedule produced 

from orders





Order entry
Load validation on vehicle receipt
Packing floor load scheduling
Authorise load release
Provides full despatch documentation on departure from weighbridge
Email pickup schedule to carriers
Full support for pallet control
Export documentation produced

Receivals Documentation

Quality level can be recorded  Manifest for incoming products when orders placed
 Order matching at weighbridge
automatically
 Full documentation produced on receipt
 Product analysis for quality evaluation

Packaged goods can be sold
on a per item basis

Cash Sales Module
 Point of sale for various products
 Supports quotas for customers
 Produces despatch documentation and invoicing
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WayTrans — Despatch
Tare Weigh & Load Validation
Carrier Contractors can
be scheduled and
notified by email

On arrival at the weighbridge,
the driver quotes his order
number, which is validated
before proceeding. The vehicle
is tare weighed and a Load
Authorisation Docket is
produced.

Packing Floor Load
Load Schedule

RFID Vehicle
Identification available
for known contractors

A dynamic display provides a list of vehicles
expected for the next 48 hours. It is ordered
by the ETA time and provides a single line
summary for each order. When a vehicle has
arrived at the W/B, registration details, tare
weight and order number, are displayed.

Amend/Acknowledge Load Details
Before each load is released, the packing
floor personnel checks the loading details,
amends where required, and authorises the
load for shipment.

RFID TAG

Weighbridge Departure
Pallet documents and  Check load is completed
Conformance Certificates  Gross weight is taken
produced.
 Despatch documentation is completed, including Despatch Docket, Certificate of Conformance
and Load Audit Check

WayTrans — Receivals
Bulk Transaction W/B Operation

This system can be
interfaced to an
Automatic Weighbridge
System

For the receivals transactions, two operations take place. The first weighbridge
procedure is the gross weighing of the
loaded vehicle when it arrives and the
second is the tare weighing of the empty
vehicle when it departs.

Gross Weigh Procedure
When the vehicle arrives, the driver provides the delivery details of the load. This
information may have already been entered using a Load Identification Utility,
which provides a set of supplier details
for an order. If this number is quoted, all
of the delivery details will be available.

Tare Weigh Procedure
Once the vehicle has been unloaded and
arrives back at the weighbridge, it can be
tare weighed.

Can be interfaced to a
range of devices,
weighers, PLC, screen
displays

A unique transaction number is generated
for each receivals transaction. This reference
number is useful for future enquiries.

Cash Sales Module
Products other than bulk can be handled by this package. These usually include items
that are pre-packaged such as bags or drums, etc.

